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ABSTRACT 
A continuation of [6]. Gershgorin-type estimates for spectra in Banach spaces and 
Hilbert spaces are established when the set of perturbations of a given operator is a 
line segment, a linear image of the unit operator ball on a Hilbert space, and a ball of 
operators on a Banach space. 
SUMMARY OF PART I [6] 
Given two bounded linear operators B and L and a norm v on a Banach 
space X, the Gershgorin estimate of the spectrum u (B+ L) is given by the 
inclusion 
a(B+L)Ca(B)u {h:X$Za(B) and II(X-B)-‘LIIV> l}. (1) 
We introduced the notion of a Gershgorin problem as a quadruple 
{ ?i3 , C , 5%) -=c }, where 3 is a set of operators from B(X) whose spectra 
are assumed to be known, C is a set of “specimen perturbations” of 
operators B E %!I , % is a set of norms on X, equivalent to the underlying 
norm ]I .11, which yields various right-hand sides of (1) (making it possible to 
improve the estimate), and < is a relation between B (X) and C, such that 
H < L guarantees that the estimates (1) with various B and v are also 
estimates for u(B+ H). More precisely, < is a subrelation of <a, defined 
as follows: 
HI,L ti (VBEB)(VAEU(B))(VVE%) 
IP-B)-‘HII.< II@-B)-‘LII,. 
(2) 
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We also require that L < L for L E c. 
The minimal Gershgorin set G,,,(B, L) of B E % , L E c was defined as 
U(B)U n y,x{X:X~u(B) and II@-B)-‘LII, > l}, 
and is easily seen to include u (B + H) for every H i L [6, Proposition 11. 
We showed what conclusions concerning invariant subspaces of operators 
B + H can be drawn when G,,(B, L) is disconnected [6, Corollary to 
Proposition 21, and investigated two concrete Gershgorin problems [(A) and 
(B)] in spaces of continuous functions, giving more transparent characteriza- 
tions of the relation < ,, and proving the sharpness of Gmin( B, L). 
4. TWO MORE GERSHGORIN PROBLEMS. 
Problem (C) 
X is an arbitrary complex Banach space with a norm ]I * 11, 
3 is any collection of operators, large enough to contain all one- 
dimensional projectors, 
f, is any non-empty subset of B(X), 
“J1 is the set of all norms equivalent to ]I * 11, and 
Hi L means H=aL with (u]<l. 
While the sharpness statement for this problem is something one would 
expect, the characterization of the relation i is rather (disappointingly) 
surprising. 
PROPOSITION 8. In Problem (C), H < L is equicalent to H i,L. 
Proof. We need only to prove the reverse implication. First, let us quote 
two lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Let x, y E X. Zf f or every v’EX’ the inequdity Iv’xI < Iv’y( 
holds, then x= uy with ]uJ < 1. 
LEMMAS. Let H,LEB(X). Zf f or every x E X there exists ax such that 
Hx= u,Lx, then there exists (I such that H = uL. 
Proofs can be found in [5, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.21. 
Proposition 8 will follow from the above lemmas after we prove that for 
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all non-zero uEX and u’EX’, H<,L implies ]v’Hu] < ]v’Lu]. 
Fixing u and t”, let us choose w’ E X’ (w’ 50) and x E X such that 
D’X= 1. For all X#O, A# 1, we have 
(x-xo’)-‘=x-l(1-xd)+(x-l)-‘xu’. (3) 
Furthermore, if 1 + tw’u #O, then 1 + tuw’ is invertible, hence the norm 
v,:y+11(1+ tuw’)_‘yll 
is in 3, and its dual norm is v~:z’--+]]~‘(l+ tuw’)ll. 
Since XU’E 9 by the definition of Problem (C), we have for X#h2 
ll(A- xu’)-‘H~l”, < II(h-ml’)-‘LII,. 
Substitute (3) into the above inequality, multiply both sides by ]A - 11, and 
take limits as A+1 to obtain 
Hence, by the representation of vj, 
Ilu’H(l+ tuw’)ll < Ilu'L(l+ tuw')ll 
holds, yielding the desired result after dividing by t, taking limits as t+c.o, 
and canceling /I w’]]. n 
PROPOSITION 9. For B E %I and L E C in Problem (C), 
U *<L”(B+H)=Gmin(ByL) 
=a(B)u {h:@o(B) and ,((A-- B)-‘L) > l}. 
[r (T) denotes the spectral radius of T.] 
Proof. The first set is included in the second, by Proposition 1. For the 
proof, by contradiction, that the second set is included in the third, let 
AEa(B) and r((h- B)-lL) < 1. B y L emma 2.2 in [8], there exists v E % 
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such that ]](A-B)-‘L]].<l, and thus ~!zG,,,,(B,L). 
To prove that the third set is included in the first, let he a(B) and 
r((h-B)-IL)= o > 1. Since r(T) = maxx,O(,) IX], there exists + E [0,2~) such 
that a(eei+ E a(@ - B) -IL). Define H = a -‘e’@L, so that H i L; further, 
oe -M+-B)_‘L is non-invertible, and so is 1 - (h - B )- ‘a - ‘e ‘“L = l- 
(X-B)-‘H=(A-B)-‘(A-B-H),showingthath~a(B+H). n 
REMARK . If X is a Hilbert space, % can consist of more special norms 
or: x+ 11 T -‘XII with T E B (X), T invertible, and both Propositions 7 and 8 
remain true. See [9, Theorem 21, where it is proven that r(S) 
=inf{]]T-lST]]:TEB(X) invertible}. 
Problem (D). 
The space X is a Hilbert space, 
??I c B (X) contains at least all one-dimensional orthoprojectors, 
C c B (X) is non-empty but otherwise arbitrary, 
“Jc contains the norm ]I. 11 alone, and 
H<LmeansH=LCwith]]C]]<l. 
PROPOSITION 10. In Problem (D), Hi L is equivalent to H -C,,L. 
Proof The non-trivial part is the reverse implication. If x E X, I] xl] = 1, 
then xx’ E % , and the special case of Eq. (3) applies. As above, we multiply 
both sides of the inequality 
I@-xx')-'HII < /[(A-xx’)-‘LII 
by ]A-- 11 and take limits as X+1 to obtain IIxx’HII < IIxx’LII, i.e. x’HH*x 
< x’LL*x for all x E X. By Theorem 1 of [2], this implies the existence of a 
C~B(X)suchthatH=LCand]]C]]<l. n 
PROPOSITION 11. For B E 9 and LE C? in Problem (D), 
U H<Lu(B+H)=G,~,(B~L)* 
Proof. Again, only the reverse inclusion has to be established. If he 
u(B), II@- B)-‘L[,ll= a > 1, &fine H= u-~L[(A-- B)-‘L]*. First, we have 
H < L, since ]]o-2[(h- B)-‘L]*/ = [[(A- B)-‘LII-‘< 1. Finally, (X- B)-‘H 
=(Y -2(X-B)-1L[(A-B)-1L]*>0 and II@--B)-‘HII=l. Hence l-(h- 
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B)-‘H and (h- B)[l- (h- B)-‘H] =X-- B - H are non-invertible, and there- 
forehEa(B+H). H 
5. A NON-GERSHGORIN ESTIMATE 
In [7], it was proved for a finite-dimensional space X that 
U,IHII<,IL,,U(B+H)=U(B)U {A:Aeu(B) and II@-B)-‘II lLIt) 1} (4) 
whenever B, L E B (X). An equivalent formulation (still for finite-dimensional 
spaces) is 
u,,,,,..U(B+H)={h:m(h-B)~K} (5) 
for every K, where m(T) =inf{ ]I TX]] : llxll= l}. 
However, in the infinite-dimensional case, we lose the compactness of 
the unit ball, which was essential for the proof, and m(T) may be positive 
even if T is non-invertible [for instance, the unilateral shift T: {~1,&‘2.. . . } 
-+{0,51,&,* * * > in 1, has this property, namely m(T) = 11. Therefore, to 
obtain an infinite-dimensional analog of (5), we must weaken it slightly. We 
adopt the following notation: Int means the interior and 3 the boundary of a 
set. 
PROPOSITION 12. Z~K>OU~~BEB(X), then 
Intu(B)u U ,,H,,<dJpP+H)= U,,H,,<PP+H) 
=IntU(B)U{X:m(X-B)<K}. 
Proof The first inclusion is obvious. For the second one, let us note that 
(i) if h$?u(B), then m(h-B)= I]@-B)-‘I]-‘; (ii) m(T,+ T,) < m(T,)+ IjTzll 
(in particular, the function A+m(X - B) is continuous); (iii) if Xe u(B), then 
m(h- B) < dist (&a(B))-see [3, VII.3.31. Consequently, for XE &r(B) we 
have m(X-B)=O. Now, if h$ZIntu(B) and m(h-B)>K, then hea( 
Also, IIHII<K implies that I((~-B)-‘HII~I~(~-B)-‘I~IIHII(K-~IIHII<~, 
henceh-B-H=(h-B)[l-(X-B)-‘H]isinvertibleandh~u(B+H).To 
close the chain of inclusions, let A $ZInt a(B) and m(X - B) < K. By the 
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definition of m and the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exist x and 0’ such that 
Defining H = (A - B)xu’, we obtain /IHIl=Il(h-B)xllIIu’ll<~ and (X-B- 
H)x=(h-B)r-(A-B) xdx = 0; hence h E up(B + H). W 
This result fails to be a sharpness statement for a Gershgorin problem 
(even in its finite-dimensional version) because I] H II < II LI( does not imply 
11(X-B)-‘HII < II@-B)-‘LII for all B and X$?u(B). 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Comparing the size of the minimal Gershgorin sets with respect to 
different problems, we observe that in Hilbert spaces 
where the superscripts refer to corresponding problems [the last one is the 
Bauer-Fike region-the right-hand side of (4)]. 
In spaces of continuous functions, we have 
G. M. Engel [4] p roved for the matrix case that the Cassini ovals region [l], 
standing between G,$A(B,L) and GA:i(B,L), is sharp for Problem (B) with 
the restriction that H and L have zeros on their main diagonals. (The author 
thanks Professor R. S. Varga for this reference.) 
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